1.1 “Economic incentives are strong enough to motivate workers.” Discuss pros and cons of the statement in the light of scientific management theory.

**Ans:** Money plays an important role in motivation. Management generally make use of financial incentives like wages and salaries, bonus, retirement benefits, insurance, medical reimbursement, etc. to motivate the workers. However, such incentives may not always prove to be motivating. In many cases, management may have to increase into the financial incentives to keep the workers with the organisation. This can be appreciated from the practice of making wages and salaries competitive between various enterprises so as to attract and maintain good work-force.

Money is a real motivating factor when the physiological and security needs of the workers have not been fully satisfied. Money plays a significant role in satisfying these needs. Therefore, management can use financial incentive for motivation. Money also helps in satisfying the social needs of employees to some extent because money is often recognised as a symbol of status, respect and power. Besides money is an important means of achieving a ‘minimum standard of living’ although this ‘minimum’ has the tendency to go up as people become more affluent. But this should not lead one to conclude that money will always be a motivating factor to all people. To some people, importance of money may be reduced after a certain stage, and non-financial rewards may become more important. They are motivated by money only up to the stage they are struggling for satisfying their physiological and security needs.

Money provides for the satisfaction of physiological and safety needs only which have been called hygienic factors by Herzberg. Hygienic factors include wages and salaries and other fringe benefits. The presence of these factors at a satisfactory level prevents job dissatisfaction. They do not provide ‘on a job satisfaction’ to the employees and therefore, cannot be considered as motivational factors. According to Herzberg, in order to motivate the employees, it is necessary to provide for the satisfaction of ego, social and self-actualisation needs. But these needs are present generally in case of employees in the higher positions, who get higher monetary rewards and are not motivated by increased monetary benefits. In case of employees at the operative levels, money certainly plays a significant role in motivating them because their survival and safety depends on it.

From the above discussion, it can be said that money is not the only motivator and it is not always a motivator: Management should therefore establish a motivational system which is capable of satisfying different kinds of human needs. On the job, satisfaction can be provided by helping the employees to develop themselves. Job enlargement, participative management, recognition, status symbols, and making the job challenging are some of the other non-financial incentives which also motivate employees.

OR

1.2 What is work analysis? Describe how it is applied in the effective management of libraries.

**Ans:** Job analysis is a family of procedures to identify the content of a job in terms of activities involved and attributes or job requirements needed to perform the activities. Job analysis provides information of organizations which helps to determine which employees are best fit for specific jobs. Through job analysis, the analyst needs to understand what the important tasks of the job are, how they are carried out, and the necessary human qualities needed to complete the job successfully.

The process of job analysis involves the analyst describing the duties of the incumbent, then the nature and conditions of work, and finally some basic qualifications. After this, the job analyst has completed a form called a job psychograph, which displays the mental requirements of the job. The measure of a sound job analysis is a valid task list. This list contains the functional or duty areas of a position, the related tasks, and the basic training recommendations. Subject matter experts (incumbents) and supervisors for the position being analyzed need to validate this final list in order to validate the job analysis. Job analysis is crucial for first, helping individuals develop their careers, and also for helping organizations develop their employees in order to maximize talent. The outcomes of job analysis are the key influences in designing learning, developing performance interventions, and improving processes. The application of job analysis techniques makes the implicit assumption that information about a job as it presently exists may be used to develop programs to recruit, select, train, and appraise people for the job as it will exist in the future.

Job analysts are typically industrial-organizational (I-O) psychologists or human resource officers who have been trained by, and are acting under the supervision of an I-O psychologist. One of the first I-O psychologists to introduce job analysis was Morris Viteles. In 1922, he used job analysis in order to select employees for a trolley car company. Viteles’ techniques could then be applied to any other area of employment using the same process.

Well-qualified, skilled and adequate number of library personnel is a must to provide consistent and efficient library services. This implies that manpower strength is one of the important ingredients of a college library. According to Webster Dictionary “manpower is the number of people working or available for work or service in an organization or institution.” It’s the power in terms of the workers available to a particular group or required for a particular task. So we can say that library manpower is some certain number of people who are working or available for overall management of library functions with the power of professional skills. ALA policy committee in 1983

Approved two groups of skills viz. Specialist skills and general skills. These are as follows:

**Specialized skills:**
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